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An arrow stick.

The 3-in-1 SafeAll  
Traffic Commander
Distracted driving is a danger tow operators face every day. 
Get more drivers to pay attention with this incredibly effective 
message board. The LED lights and block letters will help direct 
traffic away from your roadside work zone.

Help save lives by commanding 
safe behavior from the motoring public.

Included in your purchase:
The SafeAll Traffic Commander includes the 
3-in-1 message board, a paired operator tablet, 
a cab mount for the tablet and 20 feet of wiring 
for power, ground and switch applications. 
Mounting hardware not included. Traffic Commander Wi-Fi Tablet Ram Mount

+ +

A light bar.

A message board.



How it works in 4 steps:
Tow operators typically cannot depend on law enforcement to 
provide adequate traffic control at a recovery scene. Assume 
responsibility for your own safety with SafeAll’s Traffic Commander. 
This truck-mounted message board can be deployed in seconds 
and effectively persuades drivers away from your work zone.

Connect to the Traffic Commander 
through the included tablet that is 
already paired to your unit or with 
any Wi-Fi-enabled mobile device. 
Your login will remain active for 
four hours.

As you approach the recovery 
scene, flip the dedicated 
switch inside the cab of your 
tow truck to warn traffic you 
are impeding flow. The light 
bar function of the Traffic 
Commander will activate.

Once safely on scene, select 
your desired message from the 
pre-loaded menu. The message 
board will automatically lift to 
the upright position and begin 
directing traffic.

❶ Log on ❷ Activate light bar

❸ Deploy sign ❹ Execute the call

Proceed with providing your 
service, knowing you've created 
a safe zone in which to work.

Light Bar Color Combinations

Traffic Commander Light Bar
The light bar features16 LED ovals around the perimeter and 2 
additional LEDs on the forward-facing side of the unit. Choose 
from numerous color combinations, including several which are 
state-specific and another which calls for no lights.
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Here’s what you can expect 
when you buy SafeAll’s 
Traffic Commander:
•  Safety commands are legible 

from 1,000 feet for traffic traveling 
at highway speeds

•  10 Quick Links for operators 
to select messages for different 
job scenarios

•  30-degree readability angle 
allows for visibility when loading 
vehicles or working a hill

•  Waterproof design withstands 
harsh weather conditions,  
including rain, sleet and snow

•  Wi-Fi signal for effective 
communication in any location, 
even remote dead spots

•  Option to mount on pylon or 
truck rack to increase versatility 
among fleet

Learn more at SafeAllProducts.com


